A Lean Transformation is Taking Place at New Era Publishing
Background: New Era Publishing is a state of the art
publishing and printing facility located in Austin,
Texas. The company is experiencing significant
business growth by doubling sales revenue in each of
the past two years, inserting technology in processes
such as launching an e-portal for online ordering and
transforming its business model from predominantly
Business-to-Business (B2B) to Business-to-Customer
(B2C). Moreover, around a year ago, they brought the
framing operation in-house, thus offering framed art to
end customers rather than published art to distributors
and framers. Facing these challenges, senior
executives wanted to streamline processes, meet
customer demand, prepare for the future, create an
enterprise-wide continuous improvement mindset and
encourage staff to work smarter not necessarily harder.
Process: the main steps for the matted-prints include
scanning, proofing, printing, curing, and matting. The
framing operation includes sawing, joining, and
puttying. The matted-image and the frame meet in
final assembly, and then the end-item proceeds to
packaging, palletizing and shipping.
Current State: New Era was operating a traditional
batch and queue system. For instance, in the Final
Assembly Department one person completed one job.
Nine 16ft x 4ft tables were used to layout batches of
frames. Jobs ranged in size from a few pieces to
several hundred. The order lead time in most cases
was around 20 working days. Work-in-process (WIP)
was scattered everywhere primarily because mattedprints did not “match up” with their corresponding
frames in Final Assembly. Material handling (MH)
carts required a hand pallet jack to move and there
was only one pallet jack on the floor causing people
to wait. The floor looked cluttered and it was difficult
to move product. The coordination and
communication between departments needed to be
improved too.
TMAC Enters the Picture: TMAC Manufacturing
Professionals Rod Cantu and Jim Runkel provided a
half-day training session on the Principles of Lean
that included an interactive simulation and a half-day
Value Stream Mapping training session to prepare the
New Era cross-functional team. After the training,
TMAC let the team to develop a current state VSM, a
future state VSM and a rapid improvement action
plan.
Based on this analysis, two initial improvement
opportunities were identified, planned, and executed.
The focus of the first rapid improvement event was to
implement a one-piece cellular layout in final
assembly. The nine tables were reduced to 2 ½ tables
in the new and improved cellular layout. Casters were
added to MH carts for each movement, thus
eliminating wait times.

The second event focused on establishing a one piece
cellular layout in the framing department. In both
events, 5S workplace organization (i.e., a place for
everything and everything in its place) was established
along with point-of-use storage (POUS). A Kanban
signaling system was designed and implemented to
help control material flow based on customer demand.

Results: The following table shows the results of the
first two events.
Event 1

Event 2

Work-in-process (WIP)
Reduction
Floor Space Reduction

Objective

89%

66%

69%

35%

Lead Time Reduction

50%

66%

Transportation Reduction

100%

-

Material/Product Flow

From Poor to
Unidirectional

Mr. Joseph Garcia, President, stated: “I am very happy
with the value that TMAC provided. This is going to be
one of the best investments that I have made.”
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